
xī yān           

吸烟           

to smoke

ǒu ěr           

偶尔           

occasionally; once in a while; sometimes

ái zhèng           

癌症           

cancer

bú bì           

不必           

need not; does not have to; not necessarily

kē xué           

科学           

science; scientific knowledge; scientific; rational; Classifiers: 门



zhòng shì           

重视           

to attach importance to sth; to value

jí shǐ           

即使           

even if; even though

yě            

也            
surname Ye; also; too; (in Classical Chinese) final particle implying affirmation

jiàn shēn fáng          

健身房          

gym; gymnasium

duàn liàn           

锻炼           

to engage in physical exercise; to work out; to toughen; to temper; to toughen; to temper; to engage in physical ex...



zhǐ yào           

只要           

if only; so long as

suí biàn           

随便           

as one wishes; as one pleases; at random; negligent; casual; wanton

bǔ chōng           

补充           

to replenish; to supplement; to complement; additional; supplementary; Classifiers: 个

yíng yǎng           

营养           

nutrition; nourishment; Classifiers: 种

děng děng           

等等           

et cetera; and so on ...; wait a minute!; hold on!



guǎng chǎng           

广场舞          

public square dancing

fū qī           

夫妻           

husband and wife; married couple

tuì xiū           

退休           

to retire; retirement (from work)

jiǎn féi           

减肥           

to lose weight

pàng            

胖            
fat; plump



shòu            

瘦            
thin; to lose weight; (of clothing) tight; (of meat) lean; (of land) unproductive

bǎo            

饱            
to eat till full; satisfied

zǎo chén           

早晨           

early morning; Classifiers: 个

dà shù           

大树           

Tashu township in Kaohsiung county 高雄县 , southwest Taiwan

pái duì           

排队           

to line up



yú jiā           

瑜伽           

yoga (loanword)

sàn bù           

散步           

to take a walk; to go for a walk

yǔ            

与            
and; to give; together with

děng yú           

等于           

to equal; to be tantamount to

fāng miàn           

方面           

respect; aspect; field; side; Classifiers: 个



xióng māo           

熊猫           

panda; Classifiers: 只

bì xū           

必须           

to have to; must; compulsory; necessarily

tài jí quán          

太极拳          

shadowboxing or Taiji, T'aichi or T'aichichuan; traditional form of physical exercise or relaxation; a ma...

dòng zuò           

动作           

movement; motion; action; Classifiers: 个

zhù yì           

注意           

to take note of; to pay attention to



fǒu zé           

否则           

if not; otherwise; else; or else

chéng wéi           

成为           

to become; to turn into

bó wù guǎn          

博物馆          

museum

chū mén           

出门           

to go out; to leave home; to go on a journey; away from home; (of a woman) to get married

biǎo yǎn           

表演           

play; show; performance; exhibition; to perform; to act; to demonstrate; Classifiers: 场



shuì mián           

睡眠           

sleep; to sleep; (computing) to enter sleep mode

áo yè           

熬夜           

to stay up late or all night

kāi yè chē          

开夜车          

to burn the midnight oil; to work late into the night

xióng māo yǎn          

熊猫眼          

to have dark circles under one's eyes; to have eyes like a panda

            

            
 


